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Nestling in the heart of Europe in the three countries corner where Switzerland, Germany 
and France meet, Basel is a pocket-sized metropolis that combines proverbial Swiss 
quality with a multicultural population. This makes the city unmistakably open-minded, 
happy and innovative. 

Basel is so easy to get to 
Only a 10-minute drive from the city centre, Basel’s EuroAirport – by the way the only 
 bi-national airport in the world – is served by a number of international airlines.  Together 
with neighbouring Zurich Airport, it enjoys connections to all European airports and to 
more than 200 intercontinental destinations. Located in the centre of Europe, Basel is 
a major transportation hub. Its three railway stations – the Swiss SBB, French SNCF and 
German Badischer Bahnhof offer excellent connections to far and wide. 

The art of so much art 
The city sparkles with all kinds of culture. Nearly 40 museums with their long-established 
collections and spectacular special exhibitions are the foundation of Basel‘s reputation 
as a city of art and museums. However, art is to be found not only in the many museums 
but is encountered all over the city, and exciting contrasts are created by the presence 
of classical patrician houses and mediaeval churches side by side with modern buildings 
designed by major international architects such as Herzog & de Meuron or Renzo Piano. 

Gourmet paradise 
Basel whets one’s appetite in the most varied and delightful ways. What applies to its 
remarkable cultural heritage is also true of its culinary scene. Thanks to the city’s loca-
tion, its cuisine is both excellent and eclectic. Experience «culture unlimited» and an 
unrivalled savoir-vivre: the sunny banks of the Rhine, the romantic streets of the excel-
lently preserved Old Town and countless boulevard cafés invite you to stroll and enjoy. 
In trendy bars or historic taverns – every taste is catered for.

For more information: www.basel.com

Basel – 
Switzerland’s capital of art and culture



 

Dental Hygiene –
New Challenges

The International Symposium on Dental Hygiene (ISDH) is held every three years and 
is aimed at dental hygienists and dental professionals. Swiss Dental Hygienists is proud 
and delighted to be organizing this international event in cooperation with the Interna-
tional Federation of Dental Hygiene (IFDH). Some 2000 participants from all over the 
world are expected to attend the symposium in Basel. The big trade exhibition is also a 
key feature of the ISDH. 

Date  From Thursday, June 23 to Saturday, June 25, 2016

Venue  Messe Basel, Switzerland: www.mch-group.com

Language  The official language of the symposium is English with  
simultaneous translation into German and French

Target Group  Dental / Oral Hygienists, Medical / Dental Practitioners,  
Allied Healthcare Practitioners



Contact & Information :
Swiss Dental Hygienists    Bahnhofstrasse 7b    CH-6210 Sursee
Tel. +41 41 926 07 90    info@isdh-swiss2016.ch

http://isdh2016.dentalhygienists.ch


